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Physician Spotlight

MEDISTAR AWARDS
CELEBRATING EXCELLENCE IN
THE BUSINESS OF HEALTHCARE

MEDI STAR
THE 2021

AWARDS

By Sally McMahon
Since 2007 IGE Media, publisher of Medical News, has recognized excellence in the business of healthcare at the exclusive MediStar Awards. Over 135
people and programs have been
recognized for achievements in
advocacy, innovation, education,
leadership and aging care.
This year we did things a
little different. Because of the
global pandemic, we focused
on the heroes in healthcare
who have worked hard to get us
through the crisis. There were
no lengthy applications or judging. There was simply recognition of people doing good work
during this diff icult time.
We’ ll focus f irst on the
nurses and other healthcare
providers in our state who have
gone above and beyond their
normal responsibilities to improve best practices and contribute to patient education.
Meet the honorees:

NURSE/HEALTHCARE PROVIDER OF
THE YEAR HONOREES
HONOREE:

HEATHER
HIBBARD,
BSN, RN
NURSE MANAGER
BROWN CANCER
CENTER

Heather Hibbard is 100 percent
dedicated to her patients and 100
percent dedicated to her staff. She
has taken on a major leadership role
not only running the downtown Brown
Cancer Center location with over 300
patients seen daily but also continuing
the launch and development of
the Brown Cancer Center - MCNE
(Medical Center Northeast) location.
Hibbard has done an extraordinary job
maintaining the highest level of care
for her patients despite inadequate
nursing staff with multiple open
positions and no nursing director.
Moreover, she has coordinated
This has been a tough year with
the current staffing crisis and the
usage of agency throughout the
entire year. Aundrea Lewis has
had to make decisions based upon
patient safety/staff safety, all while
controlling the high expense of

and led the effort to operationalize
a new outpatient Brown Cancer
Center facility affiliated with Mary
and Elizabeth. She is an inspiration
to all oncologists and nurses at the
Brown Cancer Center. She treats her
patients like family and works tirelessly
to ensure that nurses and staff are
fulfilled, happy and productive.
Hibbard has worked with UofL Health
leadership, physician leadership, nurses
and staff to improve operational
efficiency, patient wait times, the work
environment and nurse satisfaction
all of which have translated into
improved quality of care for patients.
Unlike most cancer centers across the
country, the Brown Cancer Center
stayed open for patients throughout
the pandemic. Hibbard led the effort
to screen patients, manage employee
outbreaks and ensure the safety and
protection of staff and patients from
COVID-19. Most recently, she helped
execute rapid COVID-19 screening
and the administration of boosters.

Sarah Moyer,
MD, MPH
Director,
Louisville Metro
Department of
Public Health
and Wellness
discusses why
she chose public
MOYER
health as a
specialty, lessons learned during
the COVID-19 pandemic and her
heroes in healthcare.
Read more on page 5

Health Enterprises
Network hosts
discussion on
health equity
Local leaders of healthcare
organizations convene to promote
communication, collaboration.
Read more on page 6

Write a letter or email
your legislator, help
Kentucky nurses
Thanks to nurse leaders around
the commonwealth, the nursing
shortage has moved from
breakroom talk and conference
room agendas among providers
to statewide and national news
coverage.
Read more on page 18

HONOREE:

AUNDREA
LEWIS,
MBA, RN,
NE-BC

IN THIS ISSUE

MEDISTAR
AWARDS

VICE PRESIDENT
PATIENT CARE
SERVICES AND CHIEF
NURSING OFFICER

Read more on page 7

PEACE HOSPITAL

agency staff. Lewis is accountable
for meeting with her team monthly
and individually to support them.
Despite the current staffing crisis at
Peace Hospital, Lewis works diligently
as a steward of resources. She is an
initiative-taking problem solver and
Continued on page 10
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Hosparus Health raises $28
million in campaign

McBrayer adds seven new
attorneys in expansion

Hosparus Health raised $28 million
in its People of Compassion comprehensive fundraising campaign to enhance
and expand hospice and palliative care
services in 41 counties in Kentucky and
Indiana. The total surpasses its original
goal of $24 million.
Hosparus launched the campaign in
January 2017 to address five critical areas
of need: service enhancements and operational support; Louisville expansion;
regional expansion; endowments and
business development; and long-term
sustainability through deferred gifts.
Gifts in excess of $15 million toward service enhancements and operational support have allowed Hosparus to
allocate significant funding to operations,
including $890,000 to adult palliative
care services provided under its Pallitus
Health Partners brand. The campaign priority will also support enhancements to its
Kourageous Kids pediatric program and
specialty disease management programs
for heart and lung care.

The McBrayer law firm continues
to grow, adding seven new attorneys
between its Lexington and Louisville
off ices and establishing Kentucky’s
premier estate planning department.
In the firm’s Lexington office, Brad
Derifield joins as Of Counsel, practicing
as part of the firm’s corporate law team.
He brings experience in real estate
transactions and serves as the Acting
County Attorney for Lawrence County.
Jonas Bastien, a newly admitted member
of the Kentucky Bar Association, joins
the firm’s healthcare law practice.
In the f irm’s Louisville off ice,
Member Su Kang brings her family
law and domestic relations practice to
McBrayer. William Carroll joins the
Louisville office as an Associate, where
he will practice as a litigator, especially
in matters involving insurance defense
and medical malpractice. Alan Linker
joins McBrayer as a Member and has
experience as an estate planner with
high net-worth clients in areas such

Gifts of just over $5.5 million toward Louisville expansion projects have
allowed the organization to renovate its
headquarters at 6200 Dutchmans Lane,
make improvements to its Inpatient
Care Center located at Norton Hospital
Downtown and reimagine its Louisville
campus master plan, including the expansion of its Grief Counseling Center.
A new expansion project was added to the campaign’s Louisville priorities in fall 2021. The organization will
open a new office in early 2022 at the
Republic Bank Foundation YMCA, located at 1720 W. Broadway, allowing for
improved access to services in the West
End community.
Nearly $1.5 million in funding
earmarked for regional expansion has
allowed Hosparus to grow its footprint
in the Southern Indiana region.

Norton Healthcare expands
partnership with Unite Us
Norton Healthcare is expanding
their partnership with Unite Us and
the coordinated care network, United
Communit y. United Communit y
helps community-based organizations,
educational institutions and healthcare
providers easily refer their patients and
clients to critical social services. Partners
in the network are connected through the
Unite Us Platform, which enables them
to send and receive electronic referrals,
and improve health across communities.
Norton Healthcare’s participation was
piloted in early 2020, with a group of
social workers and nursing professionals
who joined the network and, with
consent, entered patients into the
Unite Us Platform, launched from the

electronic medical record, and connected
them with community partners for a
variety of services.
Once entered, clients – including
children, individuals and families – are
connected to appropriate services based
on their unique needs and eligibility
criteria. With a focus on addressing social
determinants of health, Norton Healthcare
staff can connect patients to supportive
services including health, education,
housing, food insecurity, transportation
and more. The patients’ journeys are
managed and tracked from start to finish
through the United Community secure,
outcome-focused network, which allows
the provider to measure the impact of
people receiving services.

Blue & Co. partially acquires
Stuedle, Spears & Company
The accounting and consulting
firms of Stuedle, Spears, & Company
PSC (Louisville) and Blue & Co. have
announced their partial acquisition,
effective January 1, 2022.
This acquisition will provide Blue &
Co. with increased market share in the

Louisville area, while acquiring additional
personnel to focus on complementary
service areas and niche industry markets.
Stuedle, Spears, & Company partner
Kristin Stuedle and Principal Joseph
Stuedle will join Blue & Co. in the Blue
& Co. Louisville office.

as estate planning, estate and trust
administration, fiduciary representation,
ta x planning, business succession
planning and more. C. Shawn Fox
likewise will join McBrayer as a Member
in the McBrayer estate planning team
with a background in estate planning
and estate and trust litigation. Phillip
Pearson joins the McBrayer estate
planning team as an Associate, and the
addition of these latter three attorneys,
along with experienced paralegal Tammy
Naples, round out the f irm’s Estate
Planning Team, now consisting of Sean
Mumaw, Ivan Schell, Alan Linker, Alan
Pauw, Phillip Pearson, C. Shawn Fox,
Elizabeth Panduro, Virginia Lawson,
Kenton Ball, Maxine Bizer, Courtney
Hampton and Fred Rodgers.

Kindred, LifePoint to launch new
healthcare company, HQ in Louisville
LifePoint Health and Kindred
Healthcare announced plans to establish
a new healthcare company operating under
the name ScionHealth upon closing of
their previously announced transaction.
Headquartered in Louisv ille,
ScionHealth will consist of 79 hospital
campuses in 25 states, including Kindred’s
61 long-term acute care hospitals and 18
of LifePoint’s community hospitals and
associated health systems. ScionHealth
will be led by a management team drawing
from both LifePoint and Kindred. Rob
Jay, who currently serves as executive
vice president of integrated operations
at LifePoint, will serve as the Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) of ScionHealth.
At the close of the transaction,

LifePoint will combine its 65+ remaining
hospital campuses as well as its network
of physician practices and outpatient
centers with Kindred’s rehabilitation and
behavioral health businesses. LifePoint
will continue to be headquartered in
Nashville, and David Dill will remain its
president and CEO.
Upon the completion of regulatory
approvals and satisfaction of customary
closing conditions, the acquisition of
Kindred and the launch of ScionHealth
are expected to be completed by the
end of the year. At closing, LifePoint
and ScionHealth anticipate entering
transition services arrangements to support
operations at both companies.

Verisys Corporation, Aperture
Health acquired
Verisys Corporation and Aperture
Health have been acquired and combined
by funds managed by Stone Point Capital.
The combined organization brings
together leaders of respected and
recognized companies. John Benson,
formerly CEO at Verisys, has assumed
the role of Chairman. Charlie Falcone,

formerly CEO of Aperture Health, has
assumed the role of CEO.
Leverage Health will remain an
active investor in the combined company.
Aperture was represented by Bailey
Southwell & Co., and Verisys was
represented by Stifel.
News in Brief continued on page 3
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UK HealthCare/Norton Healthcare –
Stroke Care Network expands

Partnership in Appalachia creates
pathway for nurses

The UK HealthCare/Norton
Healthcare – Stroke Care Network
(SCN) announced its 37th affiliate as
Mercy Health – Marcum and Wallace
Hospital joins the system. Marcum and
Wallace Hospital is a licensed 25-bed

The Universit y of Pikeville
(UPIKE) announced its latest partnership with Pikeville Medical Center
(PMC) during a signing event. The
Rural Health Nursing Fellowship, a
new educational and employment opportunity will not only benefit nursing
students but also Appalachia.

critical access hospital located in Irvine,
Kentucky. Marcum and Wallace is the
only hospital in the four-county service
area and provides inpatient acute care,
outpatient services and emergency services with a Level 4 trauma center.

Pikeville Medical Center receives
grants for children’s hospital
Pikeville Medical Center has
opened the first children’s hospital in
Eastern Kentucky. The 13,400-squarefoot facility, with 10 patient rooms and
13 outpatient examination rooms, is
named the Drs. R.V. and Jyothi Mettu
Children’s Hospital, for donors of $1.5
million to the project. Jyothi Mettu has

been a pediatrician in the area for almost
30 years.
Pikeville Medical Center also received a federal state Abandoned Mine
Lands Pilot Program grant of $4.78 million and an Appalachian Regional Commission grant of $1.5 million to support
the project.

Students pursuing a career in nursing can now earn a two-year associate
degree from UPIKE and graduate debtfree by making a commitment to work
at PMC upon becoming a licensed RN.
With their commitment, the hospital
agrees to cover the remaining education
costs once financial aid is applied.

Pineville Community Health Center
gets loan to help rural hospitals
Pineville Community Health Center Inc. is the first health facility in Kentucky to be approved for a loan from the
Kentucky Rural Hospital Loan Program.
The $1 million loan at one percent interest over a five-year term was approved
by the Kentucky Economic Development

Finance Authority and was provided to
help with operating expenses. The Kentucky Rural Hospital Loan Program was
established during the 2020 legislative
session but was not funded. Funding for
the program was approved during the
2021 session.
News in Brief continued on page 17

Help Families by Joining Ours
The Family Health Centers mission is to provide high
quality primary and preventive health care services
regardless of the ability to pay. We are currently
hiring new team members for Nursing (RN, LPN),
Medical Assistants, Licensed Clinical Social Workers
and more.
To learn more about opportunities in any of our
Louisville Metro locations, please contact:
jobs@fhclouisville.org
www.fhclouisville.org/careers
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Baptist Health

Blue & Co.

Matt Bailey was
appointed interim
president of Baptist
Health Paducah.

BAILEY

Kentuckiana Health Collaborative

Amy Sandlin
was promoted to
senior manager.

DEATON

SANDLIN

CHI Saint Joseph

Matt Snow was
named system
vice president of
Support Services.

SNOW

KYAW

BOSWELL

CEO Benjamin
Breier will depart
the company,
following
completion of the
sale to LifePoint
Health.

Pulmonologist
Abdul Hasan
Siddiqui, MD,
joined CHI
Saint Joseph
Medical Group.

SIDDIQUI

Blue & Co.

AREBALO

MATTINGLY

Anna Faul,
PhD, was elected
president-elect
of the National
Association
for Geriatric
Education.

FAUL

Schmidt Associates

CEO Steve Taylor
will retire.

TAYLOR

UofL Trager Institute

Malcolm “Mack”
Howell has been
named COO of
Owensboro Health
Medical Group.

HOWELL

Harrison County Hospital

Zach Mattingly
was hired as a
tax manager.

Melissa RichardsPerson was
hired as Chief
Marketing Officer.

PERSON

Owensboro Health

Khara Jefferson,
MD, was named
director of the
DNP program.

JEFFERSON

Trilogy Health Services

Susan Buchino
will be the new
Homeless Services
Director.

BUCHINO

Frontier Nursing

Bobbie Arebalo
has been promoted
to manager.

Erin Fulkerson was
promoted to family
nurse practitioner.

FULKERSON

Louisville Metro Government

Bill Dermody
was named
the Louisville
office leader.

DERMODY

VOLK

Seven Counties Services

Rebecca
Fleischaker was
hired as the new
executive director.

FLEISCHAKER

Dean Dorton

Emily Volk,
MD, was sworn
in as president
of the College
of American
Pathologists.

Attorney Larry
Droege was
appointed to the
Advisory Council
for Recovery Ready
Communities.

DROEGE

BREIER

Louisville Downtown Partnership

ROTY

Attorney Daniel
Boswell joined the
firm’s Louisville,
Ky. office.

Kindred Healthcare

Phyo Phyo Ye
Kyaw, MD,
joined the CHI
Saint Joseph
Medical Group.

Chris Roty was
named COO at
Baptist Health
Lexington.

Stites & Harbison

Randa Deaton
was named VP
of Purchaser
Engagement at
Purchaser Business
Group on Health.

Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs

Associate Arnold
“Arne” Judd
AIA, LEED
AP has retired.

JUDD

Emily Lineweaver
joined the firm.

LINEWEAVER
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THE HOSPARUS HEALTH PHYSICIAN SPOTLIGHT

Meet Sarah Moyer, MD, MPH Director,
Louisville Metro Department of
Public Health and Wellness

MOYER

Medical News:
Cong rat ulations
for being named
Communicator
of the Year by the
Bluegrass Chapter of
the Public Relations
Society of America!
W hat does this
award mean to you?

Sarah Moyer, MD: I have never been
fond of having to participate in news media
interviews. But being a leader of a city’s
public health department during a global
pandemic sure gave me lots of opportunities
and practice. It means a lot to me that people
who communicate for a living – public
relations professionals – recognized the
intense efforts we put into sharing accurate,
fact-based information with our community.
I am truly humbled by the award. I feel like
I have still got a long way to go to become
a prolific communicator, but this award
really gave me the encouragement to keep
working towards that goal.

FAST FACTS
HOMETOWN:
Northbrook, IL

FAMILY:
Husband, Jed Moyer, pediatric orthopedic physician
with Norton Healthcare; children: twins James,
and Landon (7), Teddy (5) and Rosie (2).

OUTSIDE OF WORK, YOU WILL FIND ME:
Spending time with my family at one of Louisville’s
fantastic parks, walking around our neighborhood or
cuddled up on the couch together watching movies.

FAVORITE VACATION SPOT:
I enjoy exploring new places, so I can’t choose one favorite!

LAST GOOD BOOK YOU READ:
“How to Raise Kids Who Aren’t Assholes”
by Melinda Wenner Moyer

Modern public health is about
health equity—working to
ensure that everyone has the
same opportunities to thrive
through partnerships and
policy work.”
MN: Why did you choose public
health as a specialty?
SM: As physicians, we are often
unaware of the daily struggles preventing
patients from adhering to our best laid
treatment plans. An experience with a
patient suffering with diabetes made me
acutely aware of this.
My patient’s blood glucose levels
would be under control at one visit and
horribly out of control at the next. For
months we adjusted medications and
discussed the importance of adhering to
a regimen of healthy eating and physical
activity. After several months of yo-yoing
glucose levels, we finally got to the root of
the problem.
Her early and mid-month glucose
levels were in range because that is

when she got paid and could afford to
buy healthy food. When her money ran
tight toward the end of the month, she
was forced to rely on neighbors and food
pantries for food, often eating processed
foods high in sugar, causing her levels to
rise precipitously.
We know that social determinants –
your income, the neighborhood in which
you live, your race, your education level
– are powerful predictors of how healthy
you will be. Only when we understand
these outside factors, can we address
the obstacles that stand in the way of
better health. In the case of my patient,
connecting her with a community health
worker who helped her connect to reliable
resources to free up her finances for food
made the difference in her ability to gain
control of her glucose levels.
The solutions to many health issues lie
not just in better access to clinical care,
but in better social policy. In fact, research
indicates that the greatest impacts on
health are such socio-economic factors as
food security, housing and education, and
that the next greatest health impacts will

come from changing the social context
so that the healthy choice becomes an
individual’s easy choice.
M N: W hat is t he biggest
misconception about your field?
SM: Decades ago, public health
departments provided healthcare to people,
but we have transitioned clinical services
to community partners like our amazing
Federally Qualified Health Centers. Today
we only fill in clinical service gaps, such as
treatment of TB. Modern public health is
about health equity—working to ensure
that everyone has the same opportunities
to thrive through partnerships and policy
work. Much of our work is in forging
community partnerships and collaborations
to tackle big population health issues as well
as creating data and reports to help inform
policy and systems change.
MN: What was the biggest lesson
learned during the COVID-19 pandemic?
SM: We already knew before the

It means a lot to me that
people who communicate
for a living — public relations
professionals — recognized
the intense efforts we put
into sharing accurate, factbased information to our
community. ”
pandemic that certain residents of our
community faced greater burdens of
existing diseases, didn’t have a choice of
working remotely or taking paid time off,
faced racism in a variety of ways and may
not trust the government’s advice. To help
them we prioritized health equity – making
sure testing and later vaccinations were
embedded in those communities, providing
essential needs like groceries and cleaning
supplies to people who had to quarantine,
providing housing if people couldn’t
safely isolate from others at home, and
using trusted community influencers and
messengers to share accurate information.
The pandemic has highlighted many
inequities in our community and across
the country. It hurt working women hard,
especially working women in essential jobs,
and showed how important schools and
childcare are.
MN: Who are your heroes in
healthcare?
SM: My employees and other
public health directors and public health
employees around the country. Public
health has been underfunded for years.
So, when a global pandemic hit, we faced
huge challenges. We simply didn’t have
enough employees to manage a novel
disease and global pandemic. But public
health employees in Louisville and across
the country rose to the challenge. Public
health directors have delivered facts and
recommendations that have not been
popular with some in our community.
Some faced threats to their own personal
safety and some simply quit. I admire
the unwavering determination of public
health workers who have made their
communities better. And over the next
few years, my leadership team and I will
focus on restoring our employees who
suffered burnout and help rebuild staff
morale and resilience.
Read the full Q&A with Dr. Moyer
online at medicalnews.md.
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HEALTH ENTERPRISES NETWORK

HEALTH ENTERPRISES NETWORK
hosts discussion on health equity

Local leaders of healthcare organizations convene to promote
communication, collaboration.
By Sally McMahon

H ealt h E nterp rises N et work (H E N), along
with presenting sponsor Deloitte, hosted an
in-person panel discussion on pursuing health
equity as an outcome at the Louisville Central
Community Center.
businesses, resea rchers, educators,
investors and consumers.
The inaugural event, which is
part of a long-term series, included
f ive panelists who took part in the
d isc us sion, a ns wer i ng que st ions
from moderator Ben Keeton, interim

H E N i s a n i n v e s t o r-l e d
organization work ing to champion
and foster the g row th of the
re g ion’s he a lt h-re l ate d e c onomy.
HEN’s v ision is for the region to be
globa l ly recognized as the “ location
of c hoice ” for he a lt h-rel ate d

We see the
good ahead.
Seeing the good can be difficult during a
crisis. For over fifty years, New Vista’s
community mental health centers in Kentucky
have stepped up to provide needed assistance.
Today, we stand with the same promise to
help during challenging times.
New Vista is offering the

app,

to empower and support individuals with
engaging, clinically proven resources.
Download it on GooglePlay or AppStore,
use the code “seethegood” to use the app
for free. Also, our 24-Hour Helpline is
available at 1.800.928.8000.

Mental Health ∙ Substance Use ∙ Intellectual and Developmental Disability | newvista.org

executive director of HEN, in front
of members of Louisville’s healthcare
ecosystem. Panelists included:
- Ebony Bell, Population Health Strategy Lead, Humana
- Josh Lee, Principal, National Healthcare Strategy Lead & Health Equity
Strategy Lead, Deloitte
- Dr. Kelly McCants, Executive Director, Norton Healthcare Center for
Health Equity
- Dr. Sarah Moyer, Chief Health Strategist, Louisville Metro Department of
Public Health and Wellness
- Aaron E. Weathers II, M.A., Assistant
Director LGBT Center, University of
Louisville Health Sciences Center
Pa nel ists d isc ussed t hei r
organization’s key accomplishments
over the last year that have moved
the need le on promoting hea lth
equit y. They also shared thoughts
on col laboration across academia,
government and industry to promote
hea lth equit y and d iscussed the
biggest challenges they are trying to
address in this space and areas where
the community is falling short.
The event provided an opportunity
for pa nel ist s to sha re sp ec i f ic
Diversit y, Equ it y a nd Inc lusion
(DE& I) initiatives and discuss how
the healthcare ecosystem can work
together to create a more equitable
healthcare system.
According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention,
health equity is achieved when every
person has the opportunity to “attain
his or her full health potential ”
and no one is “disadvantaged from
achiev ing this potentia l because
of social position or other socially
determined circumstances.” However,
according to the 2017 Health Equity
Report, produced by Louisville Metro
Department of Public Health &
Wellness’ Center for Health Equity,
life expectancy for residents of some
neighborhoods in the west end of
Louisville is 12.6 years lower than that
of persons living in the more affluent
east end neighborhoods. Also, Louisville
residents have higher mortality rates

from cancer than the national average
(189.9 per 100,000 in Louisville vs.
169.9 per 100,000 nationwide).
David Henley,
J D, i m m e d i a t e
past chair of HEN
and vice chair of
H E N ’s
DE & I
committee, opened
t he e v ent a nd
shared work being
done by HEN’s
HENLEY
DE&I committee.
“The Health Enterprises Network
board is committed to diversity, equity,
and inclusion not as the popular thing
to do but as the right thing to do. And,
with that commitment and support, I
led a thoughtful and intentional effort
that resulted in the creation of a DE&I
committee that consists of board
members and representatives from
other healthcare organizations. We
have used and will continue to use the
committee to drive change, establish
goals, and be visible in the community
as a role model for diversity, equity, and
inclusion,” said Henley.
Josh Lee, partner with presenting
sponsor Deloitte, shared information
about the Deloitte Health Equit y
Institute, which was established to build
upon a decade of impact made by the
Deloitte Center for Health Solutions.
The institute declared racism as a
public health crisis and, is dedicated
to convening and amplifying crisis
response. Lee outlined how activating
health equity is a moral imperative
calling for business solutions.
Panelists agreed that continued
communication, collaboration, and
coordination are keys to moving the
needle forward in the health equity space
and preventing silos of progress being
made within individual organizations.
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Nurse/Healthcare Provider of the Year Award
Continued from cover

takes responsibility for the results of nursing.
For the upcoming fiscal year, Peace Hospital
anticipates eliminating agency costs by bringing
in international nurses, new graduates and
successful recruitment strategies with HR.

Lewis acts openly, honestly and with
ethical consideration. She is respected
by all and trusted to make decisions in
the best interest of the organization.
Lewis ensured opening of SANE rooms

HONOREE:

KATHLEEN
EXLINE,
RN, MSN
SYSTEM VICE
PRESIDENT,
PERFORMANCE
EXCELLENCE & CARE
CONTINUUM, CARE
MANAGEMENT
NORTON
HEALTHCARE

Kathleen Exline is passionate about improving

HONOREE:

KIMBERLY
NEW, RN
RN-QUALITY
IMPROVEMENT
COORDINATOR AND
INFECTION CONTROL
FRAZIER REHAB
INSTITUTE

HONOREE:

MARK
SPIVAK,
MSN, RN,
BCEN
NURSE MANAGER,
EMERGENCY
DEPARTMENT
UOFL HEALTH
JEWISH HOSPITAL

care for patients and getting patients the
correct post-hospitalization care. Exline is a
relationship builder and has developed great
working relationships that she can count on
to help implement policies and programs
that benefit patients and the community.
Exline has also served as an appraiser
at the American Nurses Credentialing
Center (ANCC) for the nursing excellence
designation, Magnet. That work helps
to drive standardized quality and
safety that leads to improved patient
outcomes throughout the country.
In early 2020, Norton Healthcare
assembled teams dedicated to preparing

Kimberly New possesses strong critical
thinking skills, coupled with great problemsolving ability and a strong work ethic.
New will tackle any problem with a can-do
attitude. She demonstrates the ability to
organize and lead others to get the job done.
In her role as the Frazier Infection
Control nurse, New works to ensure a
safe environment for her patients. She
meets with patients and families to help
them understand the clinical aspects of
an infection. She provides education to
healthcare providers and staff. In her role

Mark Spivak’s commitment to quality
patient care sets him apart as a healthcare
provider. It is this quality that makes him
an effective manager and raising the level
of care provided by him and his team in the
emergency department at Jewish Hospital.
Aside from the qualities he brings to the
clinical care of his patients, he is an advocate
for the community, including the underserved,
ensuring they receive the care they need.

to keep their psychiatric patients from
going downtown for examinations. They
opened the geropsychiatry unit in June of
2021, hiring a nurse manager and program
director. In addition, they were able to
maintain a COVID-19 unit for the past year.

for the treatment of COVID-19 patients
and protecting the workforce. Exline led
the infection prevention and command
center teams through these efforts.
With Care Management and post-acute
market accountability, Exline’s team partnered
with Signature HealthCARE, Exceptional
Living and state officials to assist in the
safety and management of vulnerable skilled
nursing residents. This included development
of COVID-19 infection prevention plans and
implementation of safe practices within
skilled nursing units to care for patients with
COVID-19 and provide testing to residents.

as a Quality Coordinator, New works with
physicians, nurse practitioners or other
providers to ensure everyone is meeting
regulatory and accreditation requirements.
New is the only Infection Control Nurse for
Frazier Rehab, covering both the inpatient
hospital as well as the many outpatient
clinics Frazier operates. When the pandemic
began, not a lot was known about COVID-19
and as it progressed, information was
frequently updated. New was the key person
everyone looked to for guidance in how
to keep patients, visitors and staff safe.

As the leader of the emergency department,
Spivak was the first to step up and
ensure that processes were in place to
give compassionate care to the people
presenting who were both concerned
and afraid of the unknown of this virus.
He was always the first to step up when
called to see patients who were looking
for a place to be treated and comforted
them, even meeting patients at the door.

continued on page 8
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Nurse/Healthcare Provider of the Year Award
Continued from page 7

HONOREE:

KELLY
COOPER,
APRN, FNP-C
COVID CLINIC APRN
UNIVERSITY
HOSPITAL

HONOREE:

MELISSA
FUGATE,
MSN, RN, CIC
DIRECTOR INFECTION
PREVENTION AND
CONTROL
BAPTIST HEALTH
LOUISVILLE

Melissa Fugate is an expert in the field of

PRESENTS

Kelly Cooper is a family nurse practitioner.
Since graduating from Indiana Wesleyan
University with a Master of Science in
Nursing degree she has specialized in
gastric motility and pre-admission testing.
Prior to obtaining her Master of Science
in Nursing she completed the Indiana
Wesleyan University Bachelor of Science
in Nursing program. She holds a
national certification with the American
Association of Nurse Practitioners.

At the beginning of the pandemic Cooper
was willing to give up her position in the
health system to start the COVID-19 testing
process for UofL Health and the community,
serving as both the sole clinic provider and
also as an operations leader since April 2020.
It is important to remember at a time
there was little know about COVID-19,
it’s transmissibility and severity.
Cooper was willing to sacrifice when
more was unknown than known.

hospital infection and prevention. She is
certified in her specialty and is an active
member in her professional organization.
She is always up-to-date on the latest
guidelines and best practices. You can always
count on her to be thorough and correct
in her consultations and creation of any
guidelines or policy/procedure changes.

have guided her team on patient testing,
preventing the spread of COVID-19 and
keeping employees safe through education
of appropriate PPE application.

Fugate has been a guiding light during the
COVID-19 pandemic. She studies every
new Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) article and guideline and
ensures her team is following the latest
evidence. Her knowledge and expertise

Fugate has worked well above her expected
hours for the past 18 months. She has
worked countless weekends, holidays and
after hours to meet public health reporting
requirements, answering staff questions,
rounding on staff to ensure they feel
safe and completing contact studies. She
has been a key member of the Incident
Command team and an expert resource to
understand ever-changing CDC guidelines.

The 15th annual
MediStar Awards

Continued on page 9
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Healthcare Advocacy Award Honorees
Presented to an individual who has worked to raise awareness of health
challenges in our region and worked to affect change. Meet the honorees:
HONOREE:

BRIT
ANDERSON, MD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,
DEPARTMENT OF
PEDIATRICS
UOFL SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE
PEDIATRIC EMERGENCY
MEDICINE PHYSICIAN
UOFL/NORTON
CHILDREN’S MEDICAL
GROUP

Brit Anderson, MD, feels lucky to care for

patients in the emergency departments.
She draws inspiration from this work to
advocate for kids and their families, as
we see firsthand how a child’s health is
shaped by the community. She advocates
for kids on a range of topics, including
injury prevention and food insecurity.
Seeing a child who has been shot makes her
want to take action to prevent this tragedy
from happening again. While firearm safety
can be a difficult topic to discuss, she does
not view protecting children from injuries as
controversial. Anderson finds educating our
community including policymakers about
the fact that firearm injuries are a leading

HONOREE:

HONOREE:

KEITH
MILLER, MD

CHRISTOPHER
JONES, MD

TRAUMA AND ACUTE
CARE SURGEON
UOFL HEALTH

Keith Miller, MD, and Christopher Jones,
MD, have made a commitment to help
the youth of Louisville. Both doctors are
leaders of Future Healers, a program helping
children in underserved neighborhoods

HONOREE:

KEISHA
SMITH
ASSOCIATE
DIRECTOR, HEALTH
EQUITY AND
POPULATION HEALTH
STRATEGY
HUMANA INC.

Keisha Smith is a champion for health equity,
specifically for the residents of Louisville’s

TRANSPLANT
SURGEON
UOFL HEALTH

navigate the trauma of violence and
inspire them to build a better future for
themselves and their communities.

cause of death for children to be extremely
important. Additionally, as a physician
in an academic medical center she talks
with families and doctors in training about
the importance of providing families with
anticipatory guidance about safe storage.
Over the past year, Anderson led a group
of clinical providers along with the Norton
Children’s Hospital office of Prevention and
Wellness, Dare to Care Food Bank and the
Children’s Hospital Foundation to open a
food pantry in the emergency department.
Since opening in late January, the pantry
has served more than 1200 families.

have dedicated countless hours to working
with University of Louisville medical students
and the GameChangers organization creating
a curriculum for the program. The group
works with children who are experiencing
secondary trauma because of the violence
in Louisville. In most cases, these children
have not been struck by bullets, but they go
to bed each night hearing gunshots, have
family and friends who have been killed and,
in some cases, are afraid they are going to
be the next person to be shot in Louisville.
Miller and Jones have helped grow Future
Healers from an idea to a reality. They have
spent their weekends working with local
youth and have done numerous media
interviews advocating for a safer Louisville.

As part of Future Healers, Miller and Jones
west end. She does this by leading the
Humana Louisville Community of Opportunity
initiative, which aims to remove obstacles
to quality healthcare by addressing social
determinants of health, such as food
security, while increasing access to care and
healthcare education. Keisha and her team
are accomplishing their goals to reduce health
disparities by partnering and supporting
Black-owned businesses and organizations
that serve the Black community in Louisville.
This initiative commits Humana’s
capital to organizations that are also
working to advance health equity,

Celebrating the 2021
MediStar Honorees

including Kentucky State University,
Change Today, Change Tomorrow and
Black Market KY, to name a few.
According to the Health Equity Report
published by Metro Louisville, there is a
12-year gap in life expectancy between
residents of west Louisville and the rest
of the city. This is because of health
inequities that disproportionately impact
Black and Brown residents. As the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation defines,
Humana agrees that ‘health equity’ is
ensuring that everyone has a fair and just
opportunity to be as healthy as possible.
continued on page 10
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Healthcare Advocacy Award Honorees
HONOREE:

KELLY
MCCANTS, MD
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
OF THE INSTITUTE FOR
HEALTH EQUITY
NORTON HEALTHCARE
MEDICAL DIRECTOR
NORTON HEART
AND VASCULAR
INSTITUTE ADVANCED
HEART FAILURE AND
RECOVERY PROGRAM

Kelly McCants, MD, is passionate about
his medical practice as well as addressing

HONOREE:

SARAH
PEHLKE,
MHS
INTERIM CHAIR
BELLARMINE
UNIVERSITY
RESPIRATORY
THERAPY
PROGRAM

As interim chair of Bellarmine’s Respiratory
Therapy program, Sarah Pehlke advocates

HONOREE:

TIFFANY
COLE HALL
CHIEF OPERATING
OFFICER
VOLUNTEERS OF
AMERICA MID-STATES

Tiffany Cole Hall oversees the addiction
recovery services at Volunteers of American
Mid-States (VOA). VOA provides a range

health disparities. Through working with
heart failure patients, he has learned
the power of addressing socioeconomic
dynamics to achieve heart recovery.
McCants spearheaded efforts to improve
access to healthcare in under-served
areas. The Institute recognizes which
neighborhoods are the most vulnerable.
For example, Louisville’s community needs
assessment zeroed in on specific ZIP
codes that have a shortage of pediatric
and women’s health services. Women
often are the heads of households in
these communities, and they need easier
access to screenings and other resources,
which the Institute will work to deliver.

for the respiratory therapists of the future–
her students. She is extremely popular
with her students, who see her as a fierce,
loyal and compassionate advocate. Her
excellent guidance shows in the program’s
outcomes. College Choice ranked Bellarmine’s
Respiratory Therapy Program No. 1 in the
nation just this year. Every single student
has passed their boards on the first try.
One hundred percent of Bellarmine’s
respiratory therapy graduates land jobs,
many even before they graduate.
Pehlke never misses an opportunity to
educate the community at large about
what respiratory therapists do and how

of recovery services, with a focus on bestpractice care for pregnant and parenting
mothers in the Freedom House program.
Hall’s leadership and advocacy have been
particularly vital during the pandemic, as
VOA has confronted increased expenses
and the daily necessity of providing
a safe residential environment.
Hall has continued to advocate for more
public and private funding for substance
use disorder while also working diligently to
make sure women continue to feel safe and
comfortable accessing residential care during
the pandemic. Providing residential care for
women and children is often vital to recovery
and the decision to seek treatment can be

McCants worked to anchor vulnerable
neighborhoods with expanded health
resources; position the Institute for
Health Equity to serve as a central hub
for community-based organizations
and resources in a coordinated effort to
expand access to housing, healthy food
options, transportation and childcare.
There is good work being done to improve
health equity and eliminate disparities,
but much of this progress is happening
in silos. McCants’ goal for the Institute
for Health Equity is to help connect
organizations to work together and efficiently
address social determinants of health.

critical they are for patient survival, most
especially during the COVID-19 pandemic.
She also advocates for her patients directly
as a respiratory therapist at Norton
Women’s and Children’s Hospital.
Respiratory therapists like Pehlke have served
a uniquely critical role on the frontlines of
the COVID-19 pandemic. As millions fought
this disease, so many were fighting for their
next breath. The pandemic has illuminated
the need for experts in this field like never
before. Pehlke is ensuring there will be a next
generation of respiratory therapists who
will serve people when they need it most.

difficult — women are making a courageous
decision when they choose to enter
Freedom House. This decision is particularly
difficult during the pandemic when concern
about health and safety is heightened.
The pandemic has been more than challenging
for individuals and families seeking treatment
— it has been dangerous. In 2020, 93,000
Americans died of drug overdoses—a oneyear record and more than a 30 percent
increase from 2019. Assuring that VOA’s
residential treatment programs remained safe
and accessible during this time was a public
health necessity that helped to save lives.

Continued on page 11
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Leadership in Healthcare Award Honorees
Presented to a progressive and entrepreneurial individual who is not afraid to
take risks and whose job performance is considered exemplary by providers,
patients and peers. Meet the honorees:
HONOREE:

BETHANY COX
SNIDER, MD
HMDC FAAHPM
CHIEF MEDICAL
OFFICER
HOSPARUS HEALTH

Bethany Cox Snider, MD, leads the Hosparus
Health medical team of physicians and nurse

HONOREE:

DENISE
SEARS
PRESIDENT
& CEO
SOS

Denise Sears embraces challenges as
opportunities and has demonstrated the

HONOREE:

ELIZABETH
FUST

practitioners, certified nursing assistants
and support staff. She is responsible for
the performance of all medical staff under
her supervision and serves as a liaison
between the clinical team and executive
management. She never wavers in her
commitment to providing comfort and
peace to patients and their families on
their journey through serious illness.
For Snider, hospice and palliative medicine
is a calling. She juggles demanding
administrative duties with patient care,
taking calls and seeing patients just like
the rest of her clinical team. Snider works
to ensure the community benefits from
Hosparus Health’s services through extensive

ability to lead her team successfully through
a major business expansion as well as a
pandemic over the past 18 months. Her
passion for the organization’s mission is
matched by her business skills which has
led the organization to not only survive
but thrive during a challenging business
period. When needs in the community arise,
either from ongoing societal issues or from
a pandemic crisis, Sears focuses on “how”
not “if” SOS can meet the challenge.
Sears strives to give her team the
resources and latitude that they need to be
successful. Every person has some aspect

tireless advocate for the physically
disabled. She has raised funds for
Frazier Rehab and spearheaded the
establishment of the Community Fitness
and Wellness Gym in Louisville.

PRESIDENT
GATHERING
STRENGTH, INC.

Fust worked diligently to establish the UofL
Health Community Fitness and Wellness
Gym, which had its grand opening and ribbon
cutting in October. In addition to consulting
with Frazier Rehab on how best to equip
the Center, she led efforts to raise funds to
support it, including the $190,000 Neilson
Foundation she announced at the ceremony.

outreach, education and advocacy efforts.
Snider ensures Hosparus Health is up to date
on the latest Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) guidelines, collaborating
with the executive and clinical teams,
implementing ever-changing safety protocols
and communicating with all staff, volunteers,
patients and families. Through calm,
expert leadership, she led the organization
through the uncertainty and challenges
of the pandemic, ensuring there were no
interruptions to high-quality care. She also
led the decision-making and implementation
of a companywide vaccine mandate.

of the operations in which they are the
dedicated leader. This creates a culture of
leadership that permeates each department
and level of operations. She encourages
the team to find ways to continually
improve the way SOS does business which
translates into more lives impacted.
Balancing fearlessness with sound
judgement is Sears’ trademark when seeking
opportunities for the organization to expand
its mission and grow its business. It led the
organization to step up and play a key role in
the local community during COVID-19 while
continuing to grow its core operations.

Fust inspires in part by what she has
overcome. She suffered a spinal cord stroke
in 2006 and has been a T7 paraplegic ever
since. She has not let that slow her down
or dampen her enthusiasm or graceful
approach. In addition to founding Gathering
Strength, a charitable organization that
assists and advocates on behalf of the
disabled. Fust, who is also a board member
of the Community Foundation of Louisville,
has not been diminished by her personal
misfortune, but has used it to do good
and inspire others to do the same.

Liz Fust is an intelligent, energetic and
continued on page 12
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Leadership in Healthcare Award Honorees
HONOREE:

EMILY
MESSERLI,
DNP, APRN,
FNP-C
KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT FOR
PUBLIC HEALTH
IMMUNIZATION
BRANCH MANAGER
KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT FOR
PUBLIC HEALTH

Emily Messerli’s experience, passion and
commitment make her the exact leader

HONOREE:

JASON
SMITH, MD,
PHD
CHIEF MEDICAL
OFFICER
UOFL HEALTH

Jason Smith, MD, PhD, has many credentials
— chief medical officer, professor, trauma
surgeon and has served on numerous
professional and civic boards (local,

HONOREE:

ROB
COHEN
PRESIDENT
BAMBOO HEALTH

Kentucky needed during the COVID-19
pandemic and because of her work,
along with her team, Kentucky was able
to efficiently vaccinate much more of the
population that we would have without
her. Even before Messerli had this role with
the state she was an exceptional leader in
the immunization work in Kentucky. She
was seeing patients in a busy practice
along with countless hours of work as
a volunteer for the American Cancer
Society promoting HPV vaccines.

immediately her team began to prepare for
the much anticipated and hoped for vaccine.
For months they worked to prevent other
infectious diseases with the inevitable decline
in standard vaccination came with the lock
down. Measles, mumps and flu would continue
to be a priority for the team along with the
plan for the COVID-19 vaccines. As a result of
the planning, it meant that the implementation
and uptake of the vaccine went much
smoother than it would have otherwise.

Messerli began her role with the Kentucky
Department for Public Health in early
March 2020, a matter of weeks before the
COVID-19 Healthy at Home orders. Almost

state, and national). His surgical skills
are outstanding, but his communication
skills elevate him as a leader.
From day one of the COVID-19 pandemic,
it was often his voice that motivated UofL
Health to stay calm and get the job done.
Increased PPE precautions, visitor limitation,
testing and vaccines were all understandable
points of anxiety. But Smith’s calm, informed
and concise guidance kept the teams working
together and doing what was needed. Smith
set the milestones, and the tone, and rallied
12,000 people to protect themselves, their
family and the community. Smith rolled up his
sleeves and led by example. He was the first
person to receive his vaccination the state.

Rob Cohen has built an impressive
technology-enabled business focused
on mental health. Cohen has served as
president of Bamboo Health (formerly
Appriss Health + PatientPing) since
2016 and brings more than 20 years of
healthcare and technology experience to
his role with career spanning leadership
positions at Evolent Health, McKinsey &
Company, Anthem and Healthways.
In his time with the company, he has been
the driving force behind remarkable growth
in the prescription drug monitoring and

Smith developed the vaccine rollout
program for UofL Health and UofL schools
of medicine, nursing and dental. Additionally,
he established the first drive-through
vaccine locations in Louisville (the second
site in Kentucky), and partnered with
over 50 local churches and faith-based
organizations to establish an outreach
in Louisville communities that had been
disproportionately affected by COVID-19
and have poor access to healthcare.
He established the largest mass vaccination
site in the state of Kentucky at UofL Cardinal
Stadium to offer drive-through vaccinations
to our community and campus and worked
with JCPS to roll out community vaccines
for student and families across Louisville.

behavioral health spaces and played a key
role in the acquisitions of OpenBeds, a
behavioral health capacity management,
referral and care coordination solution.
Cohen provided leadership by executing on
a major acquisition during the pandemic,
giving Louisville a lot to brag about.
Appriss Health completed its acquisition of
PatientPing, a leader in care coordination
data and software solutions focused on
patients with complex needs, and senior
care in May of 2021. The transaction valued
the combined company at over $1.5 billion.

Continued on page 13
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Leadership in Healthcare Award Honorees
HONOREE:

RUSSELL F.
COX
PRESIDENT & CEO
NORTON
HEALTHCARE

Russ Cox is not only admired by his colleagues
in the community, he is admired by the more
than 17,000 employees of Norton Healthcare.
He stands out as a leader because he leads
with compassion, transparency, empathy
and integrity. He speaks regularly about the
importance of “great human interactions”
and the “Norton Healthcare Family.”
Supporting all employees is at the forefront
of his leadership style. He reaches out and
is accessible to all employees. Employees
are comfortable communicating with

HONOREE:

SHARI
KRETZSCHMER,
MBA, MSN, RN,
NEA-BC
SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENT / CHIEF
NURSING OFFICER

Shari Kretzschmer is always calm in a crisis
and can ease tension in any situation. Her
forward thinking has increased the number
of nurses within the UofL Health system.
She has been an advocate of all nurses
holding a baccalaureate degree in nursing.
Kretzschmer provided leadership during
the COVID-19 pandemic by establishing
contracts with foreign nurses to help

him, and they regularly contact him with
suggestions, compliments and complaints.
Cox, together with a small internal production
team, produced a daily video for 75 straight
days during the pandemic to assure employees
and providers that the organization was going
to fearlessly lead and be transparent in sharing
critical information, including regarding
testing, infection rates, hospitalizations,
treatment protocols and policy changes.

ensure that nursing care is delivered to
the citizens of the commonwealth.
Kretzschmer has inspired and motivated
others by working tirelessly to ensure
a healthy work environment for the
nurses and has increased patient
satisfaction at all facilities.

UOFL HEALTH

HONOREE:

STEPHEN
CREASY
CORPORATE
DIRECTOR OF CLINICAL
OPERATIONS

Stephen Creasy is focused on ensuring that
his team is well informed and prepared
to provide the best care to clients. In
response to the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention’s (CDC) request
to provide COVID-19 vaccines, Creasy
led the task force that set up a De Novo
vaccination program for PharMerica.

PHARMERICA

In the past year, Creasy has played a vital
role in keeping America safe during the
pandemic, especially PharMerica’s frail,
elderly patients. PharMerica sent out its first

HONOREE:

DALE
TONEY, MD
IMMEDIATE PAST
PRESIDENT
KENTUCKY MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION

Dale Toney, MD, is a calm, yet motivating
leader for the thousands of Kentucky
physicians who are members of the
Kentucky Medical Association (KMA). While
serving as KMA President from 20202021, he initiated the launch of a number
of public health campaigns reaching more
than 3 million Kentuckians that provided
simple yet impactful messages to patients

warning of the pandemic on February 7, 2020.
The clinical team put out infection control
policy and procedures and updated them
during the pandemic. They also send out
subsequent clinical alerts to senior nursing
facility and assisted living facility customers.
Creasy led the team in producing a
successful educational campaign during
the early part of the pandemic and led
the vaccine task force at PharMerica.

regarding safety and prevention in the
midst of the COVID-19 pandemic. Toney
leads by example by engaging with
patients through the campaign, while also
encouraging other physicians to have those
difficult conversations with their patients.

continued on page 14
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Physician of the Year Honorees
Presented to a physician who has shown outstanding leadership and vision and has
contributed to their workplace leaving a lasting legacy. Meet the six honorees:
HONOREE:

CAMILO
CASTILLO, MD
MEDICAL DIRECTOR
OF FRAZIER’S SPINAL
CORD MEDICINE
PROGRAM
FRAZIER REHAB
INSTITUTE/ ULP
PHYSICAL MEDICINE
& REHAB

Camilo Castillo, MD, is a tremendous advocate

HONOREE:

CHARLOTTE
STITES, MD
PEDIATRICIAN AND
FOUNDER
SMOKETOWN FAMILY
WELLNESS CENTER

Charlotte Stites, MD, has taken the concept of
concierge medicine and adapted the model
to provide care to those for whom concierge
medicine would not be financially feasible.

HONOREE:

HUGH
SHOFF, MD
ASSOCIATE CHIEF
MEDICAL OFFICER
UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

for individuals living with paralysis. He has
served as the Medical Director for Frazier’s
Spinal Cord Medicine Program since 2017.
In the last four years, Castillo has not only
served the spinal cord injury (SCI) population
in Louisville, he is now also on the board
of the American Spinal Injury Association
(ASIA), one of only nine slots awarded
nationally. Castillo works to provide care
to those living on the margins; disabled,
refugees, poverty, victims of violent crimes.
While serving on the board of ASIA, Castillo
is helping to teach, research and present
information to Spanish-speaking regions all
over the globe. Many of the areas do not

She founded a pediatric clinic, Smoketown
Family Wellness Center, which accepts
all Kentucky Medicaid and most private
insurances; for those without insurance, there
is a flat fee for services, and if that fee is costprohibitive, the clinic will work with the family
so that the child continues to receive care.
Stites recognizes that quality of care
requires time spent with families listening
to their priorities and concerns in addition
to addressing standard pediatric elements
of care. She recognizes the social factors
of health such as food security and
housing stability must be addressed along
with vaccines and physical exams.

As the Associate Chief Medical Officer,
Hugh Shoff, MD, was the go-to person who
managed logistic and management of all
UofL Health COVID-19 testing and vaccination
sites. The site opened in March of 2020,
offering free community testing supported
by the commonwealth, preoperative
testing and clinical referral testing.

have the same SCI resources as the U.S.
Castillo is making a difference in the world.
Castillo is also working on research projects
and presentations to be shared at national
and international conferences. One most
recent project is looking at Autonomic
Functional Training for individuals with
SCI compared to a NASA study in which
similar training was performed with
astronauts. Individuals participating in
this study, are demonstrating improved
control over their blood pressure and heart
rate, systems that are impacted by SCI.

Families can know that a committed,
compassionate pediatrician is caring for
their child. Families can feel that their
pediatric medical home is a haven to express
concerns and get support. These differences
may not be measured by any publishable
metric, but this potential impact to families’
wellbeing should not be understated.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, Stites
recognized the needs of the community
and responded. She handed out books and
educational materials when the JCPS food
distribution truck stopped outside of her clinic
and partnered with an esteemed educator
who provided a summer learning lab in 2020
followed by a learning hub for the 2020-2021
school year in the clinic’s community space.

efforts to get testing and vaccinations
out to the community.

Total tests provided 104,461 and
total vaccines delivered to date
141,156 across the region.
Shoff was the cornerstone of their
Continued on page 15
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Physician of the Year Honorees
HONOREE:

JOSEPH
FLYNN, DO,
MPH, FACP
CHIEF
ADMINISTRATIVE
OFFICER, NORTON
MEDICAL GROUP, AND
PHYSICIAN-IN-CHIEF,
NORTON CANCER
INSTITUTE
NORTON
HEALTHCARE

Joseph Flynn, DO, is responsible for

HONOREE:

STEPHEN
TAYLOR, MD
CHIEF MEDICAL
OFFICER
PEACE HOSPITAL

Stephen Taylor, MD, was appointed to the
position as chief medical officer in June 2020,
during the COVID-19 pandemic; a time of
uncertainty for Peace team members and

HONOREE:

VALERIE
BRIONESPRYOR, MD
CHIEF MEDICAL
OFFICER
UOFL HEALTH SHELBYVILLE
HOSPITAL

Valier Briones-Pryor, MD, was the director of the
COVID-19 unit at the University of Louisville Jewish
Hospital at the very beginning of the pandemic and
led regional mitigation efforts by example as one of
the first people in Kentucky to receive the COVID-19
vaccine. While doing that, she agreed to serve as the
first board chair at Shelbyville Hospital overseeing
safety, quality and access efforts to the community.
Briones-Pryor’s efforts in Louisville and Shelbyville
have impacted the lives of many in the communities.
She has saved many lives directing the COVID-19

operational and strategic leadership of Norton
Medical Group. He also oversees growth and
services at Norton Cancer Institute. He pays
particular attention to enhancing the patient
care experience and improving access to care.
In addition to his executive oversight of
Norton Medical Group and the Norton Cancer
Institute, Flynn led the system-wide team that
designed, implemented and operated all of
Norton Healthcare’s COVID-19 vaccine clinics.
Flynn and team led Norton Healthcare’s
efforts to establish long-term COVID-19 care
clinics as well as rotating vaccine clinics that
would contribute to the equitable delivery

departments experiencing critical staffing
needs. Taylor exhibits strong leadership skills by
being approachable and non-threatening. He’s
collaborative, accessible, calm and consistent.
Taylor offers grand rounds to provide case
consultation on the most challenging Peace
patients. He supports and provides valuable
feedback to nursing, infection prevention and
control, quality and risk,
other physicians and
APRNs as COVID-19
policies and precautions
are continually modified.
Taylor serves as a liaison
between Peace and
other ULP and UofL
Health physicians to
improve collaboration

of COVID-19 vaccinations to individuals
and families who live in neighborhoods
with less access to healthcare, less access
to technology to find and schedule
appointments and less availability of
transportation to fixed vaccination centers.
He worked in advance of the vaccine to
ensure Norton Healthcare had the equipment
ordered and delivered to meet the storage
needs of the vaccines when they became
available. He also set out to begin educating
employees, providers and the community
on the benefits of the vaccine, including
delivering numerous media interviews.

and continuity of care.
Taylor will help provide the community, and the
greater region, with the most comprehensive
array of psychiatric treatment and substance
abuse services in the state. He is a strategic and
proactive member of the healthcare industry and
adds substantial value to the Peace Hospital team.

YOU CARE FOR EVERYONE♦
WE TAKE CARE OF YOU♦

unit at Jewish Hospital and
pioneered the establishment
of a COVID-19 section
on the medical surgical
unit in Shelbyville.
As CMO, she led the effort
in establishing a COVID-19
vaccine clinic on campus
for staff and community
members, established
a COVID-19 section on
the medical surgical unit,
oversaw the re-opening of
the six-bed ICU during the
pandemic, was also the sole
physician that organized
and participated in the
outreach vaccine clinic at
a local church with an atrisk population, and led
the nursing teams as they
grew from an average daily
census of five, to now 1520, with a peak of 35—all
with significant nursing and
support staff shortages.

From the business of health care to compliance to litigation
defense, Sturgill Turner’s experienced health care attorneys
provide comprehensive legal services to health care
providers, hospitals and managed care organizations across
the Commonwealth. Put our experience to work for you.

Sturgill, Turner, Barker & Moloney, PLLC
Lexington, Ky. ♦ 859.255.8581 ♦ STURGILLTURNER.LAW
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Aging Care Award Honorees
Presented to an organization that has advanced the level of care for the
senior community through innovative methods resulting in reduced costs
and improved quality of life. Meet the honorees:
HONOREE:

THE
DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH
AND AGING
SERVICES
LEADERSHIP AT
BELLARMINE
UNIVERSITY

Bellarmine’s Health and Aging Services
Leadership Department prepares students

HONOREE:

HOSPARUS
HEALTH

Hosparus Health is a provider of hospice and
palliative care in the region, serving 41 counties
Kentucky and Indiana. Their interdisciplinary care
teams are made up of doctors, nurses, nursing

HONOREE:

U OFL TRAGER
INSTITUTE
AND REPUBLIC
BANK
FOUNDATION
OPTIMAL
AGING CLINIC

to pursue a wide range of careers as
leaders in the delivery of healthcare, senior
living, or aging services—jobs that are
expected to increase exponentially over the
next 10-15 years with the unprecedented
growth in the number of older adults.
The program received initial five-year
accreditation from the National Association
of Long Term Care Administrator
Board (NAB) earlier this summer.
NAB’s Board of Governors, which held its annual
meeting virtually in June, noted that Bellarmine’s
program, which began in 2017, has achieved
a high level of quality in a short time through
the commitment and dedication of university
leadership and faculty. The Bellarmine program
is the 16th accredited program in the nation.

assistants, social workers, counselors, chaplains
and volunteers who offer medical care, care
coordination, emotional and spiritual support, all
to help patients get the most out of each day.
Hospice care is for people facing terminal illness
who have a life expectancy of six months or less.
Palliative care, offered under our Pallitus Health
Partners brand, can be provided at any time and
continue for as long as necessary. Both provide
an extra layer of support that improves quality of
life and allows patients and their families to make
special memories. Care is delivered wherever
patients call home, including a family residence,
a nursing home, an assisted living facility, the
inpatient unit or a hospital. Most of Hosparus
Health’s patients are seniors, many of whom are
in nursing homes and assisted living facilities.

The University of Louisville Trager Institute
is driven by their mission of innovating the
aging experience for individuals, community
and industry through leading-edge clinical
practice, collaborative research and interprofessional education. The Trager Institute
is dedicated to bringing about a new vision
of aging where individuals and society can
approach aging as an opportunity. They
are a hub of life-long wellness and learning
that improves the lives of older adults and
transforms our understanding of healthcare.
With grant funding, the Trager Institute

Louisville — home to one of the nation’s
largest group of headquarters for nursing
home, rehabilitation, assisted living and homehealth organizations — has positioned itself
as the aging-care capital of the United States.
Bellarmine plans to become nationally known
for preparing leaders for this industry through
this rapidly growing program at the intersection
of healthcare, business and social justice.
Graduates from Bellarmine’s program can
find careers as administrators in institutional
post-acute care or home- and communitybased services or housing; as leaders in
finance, human resources, marketing and
public relations, environmental and risk
management and health informatics; and in
regulatory agencies in the public sector.

Hosparus Health never stopped providing
compassionate hospice and palliative care
throughout the COVID-19 crisis. Hosparus
Health’s clinicians are highly trained in infection
control measures and follow best practices
in the day-to-day delivery of care. To further
ensure the safety of all patients, families and
staff, they implemented even more stringent
prevention and treatment protocols in 2020.
Their frontline workers have been especially
vital to nursing home patients and their families
during the past year. Nursing home staff are
responsible for many patients, with even more
demands on their time during the pandemic.
This means they may not have been able to
provide as much attention to terminally ill
patients as they would like. Facility staff also
may not be specialists in end-of-life care.
developed a Project ECHO COVID-19 infection
control training program for nursing home
staff. The National Nursing Home COVID
Action Network provided infection control and
prevention mentoring and support to 1008
participants from 274 long-term care facilities
across eight states. $1.5 million was dispersed
to nursing homes that completed the training.
98.6 percent of the participating long-term care
facilities reported improvement in their infection
control practices and 98.1 percent reported
implementing a change learned from the
learning sessions that improved their COVID-19
related practices.
Continued on page 17
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Norton, UofL assume services of
Open Arms Children’s Health

Sullivan University College of
Pharmacy joins vaccine effort

Norton Children’s Medical Group
and University of Louisville School of
Dentistry have assumed operations of
Open Arms Children’s Health, a service
of Home of the Innocents.
Norton Children’s Medical Group –
NuLu now provides the general medical,
audiology, and psychiatry services previously provided by Open Arms, and UofL
Dental now provides pediatric dental
care. The practices remain on Home of

Sullivan Universit y College of
Pharmacy & Health Sciences is joining
the RAPID Alliance Medications 360
Study, with a goal of transforming how
medications and vaccines are delivered in
the U.S. from 2022 – 2031. The RAPID
Alliance is a multi-stakeholder research
consortium founded in the University
of Louisv il le Center for Hea lth
Organization Transformation (CHOT),
a National Science Foundation-funded
research center.
Sullivan Universit y College of
Pharmacy & Health Sciences will help
lead an effort to co-create the RAPID
Alliance Medications 360 Framework
2022-2031, a set of transformational

the Innocents’ campus in the Hockensmith Pediatric Assessment Center at
1050 East Market Street.
All other Home of the Innocents
services remain unchanged, including
The Village Pharmacy, Kosair Charities
Pediatric Convalescent Center, all oncampus and community-based Behavioral Health Services and The Aquatic
Therapy Center.

Saint Joseph London receives
labor and delivery grant
The Saint Joseph London Foundation, on behalf of Saint Joseph London, has received a $40,000 grant from
WHAS Crusade for Children that will
help improve the hospital’s labor and
delivery services – ensuring newborns
in the London area receive the highest

quality care.
The grant will help the facility purchase innovative technology to provide
specialized care to mothers and babies
during labor as they may face diverse
medical challenges.

strategies and nationally prioritized
research agenda for optimizing the use of
medications, vaccinations and emerging
therapies from 2022-2031.
The project is building on a 2020
research study, conducted during the
COVID-19 pandemic, which identified
strategic opportunities to improve health
and wellbeing for tens of millions of
people while reducing U.S. spending
on likely-avoidable hospitalizations,
emergency department and doctor visits
by as much as $528 billion dollars.
The consortium plans to add up to
30 additional universities in the coming
months to support research and action
in all 50 states.

Appalachian Regional Healthcare
to buy Kentucky hospital
Lexington, Ky.-based Appalachian
Regional Healthcare plans to acquire
Paul B. Hall Regional Medical Center, a
72-bed hospital in Paintsville, Kentucky.

The purchase is expected to be complete within 70 days. Pending approval,
ARH is expected to take over daily operations Dec. 1. News in Brief continued on page 18

In the healthcare business, you can’t afford slip-ups.
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Write a letter or email
your legislator, help
Kentucky nurses
By Delanor Manson,
MA, BSN, RN
Thanks to nurse leaders around the
commonwealth, the nursing shortage
has moved from breakroom talk and
conference room agendas among providers to statewide and national news
coverage. The Kentucky Nurses Association (KNA) recently hosted a press
conference to discuss this urgent matter and the results of its October 2021
Survey of Nurses that revealed what is
most important to nurses, regarding
work safety, emotional health, physical
health and professional stability during
the pandemic and beyond. KNA joined
statewide nurse leaders to address Kentucky’s nursing shortage and made recommendations about how to combat
this urgent issue.

It is time for everyone who
has received the superior
care and compassion that
nurses provide to make
their voices known.”
Respondents identified both highly
rated explanations with both financial
and non-financial implications for the
nursing profession. Nurses offered the
highly rated non-financial explanations
of exhaustion, lack of breaks during
work, lack of support from management
and lack of voice/inf luence as contributors to the nursing shortage. Highly
rated explanations with financial implications included insufficient nursing/
support staff and not enough pay/financial incentives as primary contributors
to the nursing shortage in Kentucky.
In addition, recent research findings show that a significant percentage
of advance practice nurses (APRNs)
plan to retire in the next 10 years. In
many rural areas of Kentucky, APRNs
are the only care providers to serve patients and families in their communities. These nurses are fatigued by the
continued fight against COVID with
no clear resolution in sight.
Many actions that would support
the nursing workforce rely heavily on

In many rural areas of
Kentucky, APRNs are the
only care providers to
serve patients and families
in their communities.”
the availability and allocation of financial resources.

How You Can Help
The Kentucky Nurses Association
Nursing Shortage Task Force outlined
a plan that calls for $100 million utilizing ARPA funds to combat this critical
issue and a seat at the table when the
discussion of the allocation of ARPA
funds is being discussed.
Write a letter to your legislator and
ask them to support this funding that
will help nurses chose to stay in Kentucky and care for Kentuckians.
Remind lawmakers that nurses, at
90,000 strong in the commonwealth,
are the 53 percent of the healthcare
work force in the state and that they
are leaving the nursing roles and the
profession entirely in record numbers.
And many are taking travel nurse assignments in other states often making $150 - $200 an hour along with
hefty sign-on bonuses, as well as room
and board.

Continued from page 17

Sumitomo Dainippon Pharma,
BehaVR announce deal
Sumitomo Da inippon Pha rma
Co. and BehaV R, Inc. announced
the companies have signed
def initive agreements to develop and
commercialize both prescription digital
therapeutics and genera l wel lness
products for treatment of Socia l
Anxiety Disorder (SAD), Generalized
Anxiety Disorder (GAD) and Major
Depressive Disorder (MDD) with the
goal of bringing much needed tools to
tackle the escalating global anxiety and
depression crisis.
T h is col l ab or at ion combi ne s
B e h aV R ’s d e s i g n a n d p r o d u c t
development capabi l it ies w it h
S u m itomo D a i n ip p on P h a r m a’s
expertise in developing prescription
therapeutics for patients with CNSrelated disorders. The companies
w i l l pu r sue F DA c lea ra nce for
three products that aim to alleviate
the burden in patients with Social
A n x iet y, Genera l iz ed A n x iet y or

Why it Matters
Remember the nurse that helped
your family when your son was in a
car accident? Think about the nurse
who helped bring your children into
the world. Now, consider how you and
your loved ones would live without this
type of expert care. It is a frightening
thought, and we can work together to
stop it. It is time for everyone who has
received the superior care and compassion that nurses provide to make their
voices known.
— Delanor Manson, MA, BSN, RN
is Chief Executive Officer of the Kentucky Nurses Association/Kentucky Nurses
Foundation, Kentucky Nurses Action Coalition.

Tom Haselden
tom@ezoutlook.com
www.ezoutlook.com
800-219-1721 ext. 103

Major Depressive Disorder. Once
FDA-cleared, they may be prescribed
alongside other behavioral therapies
and have the potential to be used in a
variety of settings.
Sumitomo Da inippon Pha rma
has ag reed to f und development
of these novel V R therapies and
to com merc ia l iz e t hem globa l ly
upon achievement of each countr y’s
reg u l ator y approv a l s. Su m itomo
Dainippon Pharma will pay BehaVR $5
million in upfront payments and up to
$18 million in development milestone
a nd R & D suppor t pay ments, in
addition to commercial and operational
support fees. An additional up to $140
million in milestone payments are
contingent upon commercial success.
In addition, BehaVR will receive tiered
royalties on global sales of the digital
therapeutic products that are delivered
into market.
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Experience and knowledge are the best medicine.
The health care industry is rapidly changing and under increased
scrutiny. You deserve legal counsel that has the experience,
understanding and agility to help you successfully navigate
challenging situations. Whether you need advice on mergers and
acquisitions, regulatory compliance, HIPAA, clinical trials, antitrust
issues, or other key areas, Stites & Harbison has the health care
attorneys capable of handling your most complex matters.
For more information about how we can help, visit stites.com.
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